The presynaptic cell determines the number of synapses in the Drosophila optic ganglia.
The role of the pre- and postsynaptic cells in determining the number of synapses has been investigated in retina mosaics of the gigas (gig) mutant of Drosophila. Mutant photoreceptors are two to three times larger than those of the wild type, while adjacent cells in the mosaic retina and the lamina are normal in size. Serial electron microscope reconstructions of mosaic lamina cartridges show that gig photoreceptors establish more synapses upon lamina neurons than the normal photoreceptors do. By contrast, the number of feedback synapses that lamina neurons make onto gig photoreceptors does not increase. The increment in the number of synapses correlates positively with the increment of presynaptic cell membrane, resulting in constancy of synapse density. The phototactic response of flies bearing a gig eye is abnormal, indicating that the extra synapses are functional.